
Date 1-Mar DESCRIPTION OF FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT:

An
al

ys
is The prompt: Explain why the Invisible Man chooses Thomas Marvel, both in practical terms—i.e., what he wants Marvel to do for 

him—and in terms of personality. Write this response below in the form of one well-developed paragraph. Be specific, using direct 
quotations or paraphrases from the text. You may use your notes and novel, but no digital devices.

Point Value +x/0 Commentary on assignment; miscellaneous notes and/or feedback

9714932 9 Excellent blend of specific detail and accurate analysis; use of quotations is judicious and aids meaning
9717738 7 Excellent use of quotations, but they're from a later chapter; keep those, but refocus on the initial meeting's characterizations
2001811 7 Good sense of the characters, but too focused on "he won't be believed"; needs to broaden to include the commentary online
9717713 5 Inaccurate characterization of Marvel: he is a sort of pathetic bum being manipulated, not a well-dressed, quick man

500001112 5 Focuses too much on details like the boots Marvel wears; needs more detail re: personality and characterization
40000311 5 Only analyzes the beginning of this section, missing the particulars of the characterization; lacks specifics for both halves

12064 5 Glosses over the personality half of the response; must return to the characterization in these chapters and offer specifics
2004613 5 Lacks some of the context from the text; missing actual analysis of the personalities and characterization in the text
9717651 5 Rounds into a limited response at the end, but lacks specific details and meaning re: personalities and characterization
9717673 5 Good "outcast" logic, but misses Marvel's weaknesses and TIM's crueler and more manipulative characterization
2000284 4 Too many details simply summarizing the action; must be revised with analysis of details about interactions, personality
9717854 4 Chooses inappropriate details re: Marvel's physical appearance; misunderstands the text (e.g., Marvel isn't wise)
9716903 2 Two sentences only; must be developed with more specifics and both halves of the prompt

12079 0 Unprepared for class: did not finish the required reading
12004 0 Unprepared for class: did not finish the required reading
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him—and in terms of personality. Write this response below in the form of one well-developed paragraph. Be specific, using direct 
quotations or paraphrases from the text. You may use your notes and novel, but no digital devices.

Point Value +x/0 Commentary on assignment; miscellaneous notes and/or feedback

2000609 6 Missing specifics and clarity re: the practical reasons TIM wants Marvel; good work with the personality half
9717508 5 Too much summary; must focus on proving "follower" logic, being specific in the analysis, especially re: personality
2004277 4 Too brief and undeveloped, especially re: the personality half of the prompt
9717558 4 Inaccurate analysis re: "blend in"; missing detail and meaning in the analysis of personality; no context from rest of reading
9717745 4 No details presented beyond "drunk"; missing context, specifics, and overall arrangement of ideas
9716893 4 Missing detail and meaning re: personality half of the prompt; no context from the rest of the reading
2001763 4 Missing the personality analysis entirely; not accurate re: why TIM left Iping (he was discovered —more than "suspicious")
9718405 4 Loses focus on the text with the "deer" analogy; must refocus on both halves of the prompt to be limited or better
9714016 4 Turns into simple plot summary of the text; missing any focus on personality, characterization analysis
9717878 4 Too brief overall; missing the personality analysis entirely
2004273 4 Last sentence is the only one that even comes close to an answer to the prompt

11629 3 Too brief and vague entirely; missing any sense of the characters and context; no specifics
9714549 3 Quotes "copious, flexible visage" in an arbitrary way (that makes no sense here); no specifics or analysis of specifics
9717742 3 Chooses inappropriate details re: Marvel's physical appearance; misunderstands the text and the prompt
9717767 3 Missing specifics and analysis re: personality; too brief overall; some incoherence in writing
9717601 2 Incomplete, referencing only the beginning of the section; no specifics, analysis, or development at all
9714013 2 Two sentences, one of which is plot summary; lacks any details or meaning from the text

500001428 0 Student was absent, but did not schedule a time to make up the assignment
500000070 0 Student was absent, but did not schedule a time to make up the assignment

2000441 0 Student was absent, but did not schedule a time to make up the assignment
9717917 0 Did not even attempt to work on the assignment during the period; no work completed at all
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